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WORDSBYROO
First of all, HAPPY NEW YEAR! Even though we’re kinda like
in April already... But seriously, I hope all your dreams are
fulfilled this year, because there shouldn’t be a reason why
they can’t be. Anyways, welcome to HYPE magazine’s Ezine
#5, which finds SA hip hop superstar and Pop Star creator
Yanga Chief gracing the cover.
His lengthy career span boasts a busload of
accomplishments, ranging from creating well-known hits for
himself and with some of your favourite artists, to scooping
that Best Hip Hop Album SAMA award back in 2020, and
eventually releasing a successful debut album. Those are
just some of the things he is celebrated for. It’s simply Yanga

Chief’s time, and we’re here to honour it. This new issue
includes a conversation I had with Yanga Chief that touches
on a variety of topics that I trust many will enjoy reading.
We also have interviews with the likes of Prodigal Son EP
maker Mars Baby, A-class designer/illustrator Seth Pimentel
aka African Ginger, singer/songwriter Joda Kgosi, the one
and only DJ Venom, as well as producer/artist C-Tea. We
also have a new HYPE Sessions 71 mixtape you can listen
to, plus our ratings on some projects we’ve checked out.
Thanks, once again, for all the HYPE love and support you
keep on showing each day! See you soon.
Love,
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INTRODUCING THE NEW HYPE
SESSIONS 71 MIXTAPE!
Yo! Here we are – back with another HYPE Sessions mixtape (#71). This time around, it again
features 10 tracks, made up of some of the hottest records in the game right now – some that
you’ve probably heard, some that you may have missed, and some that you’ll be hearing for the
first time right
now. In this compilation, we feature songs from the likes of Blxckie, Phantom
,
Steeze, Kashcpt, The Woodz, Yung Nasa and more. Press that play button below, and have a good
listen while paging through…
Hommie – ‘Fly Away’ (Ft. Khlay)

Kashcpt – ‘DON’T CHANGE’

The first track off Hommie’s Skywalker
EP, ‘Fly Away’ features Khlay. The song
sounds like a mixture of a dance and
alternative record that has some raps
laced on top of it. It’s different and we
like it.

This song is part of Kashcpt’s 2020
CAPE TOWN RADIO body of work,
and has him crooning atop a midtempo R&B-feel beat. The rest of the
project is fire, and this song does well
to showcase Kashcpt’s diversity as an
artist.

Blxckie – ‘Big Time Sh’lappa’
(Ft. LucasRaps)
NELCNO – ‘Mathata’ (Ft. Phantom
Steeze)

“Ye, ye, ye, ye…”

Indigo Stella – ‘No Chance’
(Ft. Ronin)
Indigo Stella dropped this song back
in 2019 and it still bangs today. This
song features Ronin, and what she
delivers here, is something special.
Indigo Stella has always been about
dropping heat, since her entry into the
game. This old tune is a reminder.
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This song comes from NELCNO’S 2020
(and debut) Almost Immortal EP, and
features Phantom Steeze. ‘Mathata’ is
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LISTEN NOW
a banger, for sure, and the rest of the
EP carries more must-hear tunes that
will get you excited for more to come.

Phantom Steeze – ‘Steezy’
TopGogg – ‘Serengeti’
(Ft. Simmysimmynya)
This joint comes from producer/artist
TopGogg’s Hat-Trick EP that was
released back in 2020. ‘Serengeti’
is a straight-up banger that features
Simmysimmynya and wastes no time
setting its tone. The rest of the EP is
fire too, though, so check it out when
you can.

This song stems from Phantom Steeze’s
2020 Traptsula EP, which is definitely a
party-starter sonic experience, made
up of fast-paced/banging beats and
infectious lyrics. The energy on ‘Steezy’
is high and this is kept up throughout
its duration.
Yung Nasa & Kashcpt – ‘Moon
Rocks’
Never Broke artist Yung Nasa linked up
with label colleague Kashcpt to debut
the visuals to this song in late 2020. The
song itself can be described as a trip, as
both Yung Nasa and Kashcpt deliver an
experience that was created to evoke a
certain mood or feeling.

Sauwcy x Money Badoo – ‘No
Price’
‘No Price’ is another jam from Sauwcy
and Money Badoo’s MK-Ultra joint EP.
Led by string-filled instrumental, this
song finds both artists delivering another
noteworthy and high-energy tune.

CHECK OUT

HYPEMUSIC.CO.ZA
FOR MORE.

-------------------

The Woodz – ‘Propane’
The Woodz is an artist who left quite a
good impression on us, solely because
of his 2020 ‘Propane’ single. It’s kind
of hard to figure out his ideal sound
at the moment, but ‘Propane’ clearly
carries some alternative, soul and R&B
influence that hint at what more we can
expect from him.
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MARS BABY
Whenever we hear Mars Baby being spoken about, it’s always something good, and when we take
the time to listen to his music, that again solidifies the good reputation that’s spreading around.
Now here’s the thing... Mars Baby is a breath of fresh air within the music space right now. His
presence in the game is not only exciting, but needed, because rarely do we come across artists
who seem to desire to create transcendent sonic experiences that not only open up your world,
but also open up the artist’s world for the listener.
Back in December 2020, in fact on Christmas Day, Mars Baby released his debut EP called Prodigal
Son, which really does enough to hint at how Mars Baby is telling his story... With that said, here’s
an interview with the rising star that has him opening up more about his life, music, purpose,
and more.

Let’s talk about your story. How did Mars Baby’s journey
begin, and who did you grow up listening to?
Growing up, I was always around music. My parents listened to a
lot of classic and contemporary music around the house, and that
was my initial exposure to it. My mom was more on the R&B side
of things, and my dad was into jazz and classic rock. As a young
kid, I was really into punk. Blink-182 was my favourite band. I
went from them to their influences, bands like the Sex Pistols,
Minor Threat and The Clash. Then, from them to older bands,
like Led Zeppelin and Queen.
Your music seems to carry some personal narratives
that are both simple and complex, depending on how
one chooses to relate to it. What story is Mars Baby telling
with his music and how deep into that story are we?
Right now, I’m laying the foundation for people to understand
my story. There’s a lot more coming. I would say we’re still at an
introductory point right now. I don’t want to give away every detail
of my life. I’d rather hint or indicate to a specific experience, than
recall details. It’s up to the listener to interpret and imagine what
they will, from that. But I am definitely a storyteller at my core. I
think that will be made clearer as we move forward.
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Your style of music seems to cater to specific palates; so
do you create music to satisfy (and grow) your established
fanbase, or is your intention to grab everyone?
A little bit of both. I like to think that my fans are there because
they like the open-endedness of my music. They like not knowing
what to expect. So, I feel like I have the freedom to make whatever
type of music I’m feeling at the time, and have it accepted by
them, while still appealing to new audiences and people. As long
as it’s good. I think there is an understanding among my audience
that I can do a lot of different things, and that I will never box
myself into one style or genre. But yeah, I’m trying to grab as
many people as I can.
Now ‘Porcelain’ was our first intro to your music, and it
felt like a fresh introduction that was all leading up to
Prodigal Son, which we now have. Can you talk about
when, why and how the EP was executed?
It was from the end of November to the beginning of December.
The EP wasn’t really planned out at all. I wrote and recorded
all those songs within the space of a week. I was just in a very
creative space, and I wanted to drop something that reflected that.
I also wanted to give people a bit more insight into my story. This
year, I’m going to continue that narrative.
Prodigal Son isn’t a long EP, but it’s long enough to
give listeners a satisfactory feeling. It’s quite a deep
experience that highlights some personal experiences
(good and bad). Can you briefly break down each track
and what each song narrates?
Each track represents a year in my life, starting from 2017 – the
feelings and experiences that were going through my head at that
time. Those years I was struggling with substance abuse and my
mental health, as well as my relationships.

D I G I T A L
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First of all, we had a good listen to your Eros EP, which
led us to imagine how your world is designed artistically.
In other words, can you describe Mars Baby’s world and
how it’s painted through the music?
My interior landscape is kinda intense. I go through a lot of
different thoughts and feelings in a day. So, when I make music,
I’m trying to create a world that represents that – sonically
captivating and emotionally moving. I also change my mind about
things real quick, and I feel like that is reflected in my style of
delivery and production technique.
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I THINK SA IS AT
A TURNING POINT
MUSICALLY.
‘Sugar’ isn’t really about one person, but more a time when I
was seeing a lot of people on and off, and how that left me feeling
ungrounded and unsupported. There are references to substance
abuse in that song also, because that usually came with those
types of relationships.
‘Uptown’ is about my girlfriend. She’s the one saying my name
at the end of the track. It’s about that feeling when you just have
to have someone. When it feels like they’re the coolest person
on Earth and there’s nothing else for you but that person. There’s
an aggressive element to it, because that was the nature of my
attraction to her.
‘Smoke’ kinda wraps everything up. It goes back in time,
then jumps forward, expanding on the emotional root of these
encounters. It’s a pretty straightforward track about addiction,
whereas the other two only allude to it. It’s the moment of
realisation, or rock bottom, when you know the way you’re living
is too much. It feels like you can’t breathe. That’s why I wanted
the track to sound like that. Almost like I was choking.
Hmm... And how do you want people to consume your
music?
My music is intimate and personal. You can listen to it however
you want, but I think it’s best in those in-between moments.
When you have time to absorb the details and reflect on them.
It’s really nice on headphones too.
Would you say that you have a purpose with the music
that you make?
My purpose is to express myself honestly and to make people
feel intensely. I think it’s important to experience that type of
intensity. It takes you out of yourself for a bit. But it also makes
you feel very human.
What is your honest opinion on the musical scene in SA
right now?
I think SA is at a turning point musically. We have a whole lot of
talent on the come-up. I’m really excited about that. I just wish we
had more of a musical infrastructure to support all these artists...
Because it’s rough for a lot of people. If you’re not making hits,
then you’re probably not eating nice.
Finally, we’re in 2021, and we trust we’ll be hearing more
about Mars Baby, but what are you looking forward to
this year?
I’m looking forward to dropping more art. I’m looking forward
to improving my craft and collaborating with dope people. I’m
looking forward to a lot of the music that’s about to drop this year.
And I’m excited to see whatever change this year brings for us.
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JODA KGOSI
At the moment, it would be safe to say that Joda Kgosi’s story is still in the introductory phase.
With many patiently waiting to see how it all unfolds, one can only imagine how she’s been
prepping for the next stage of her life, ever since her ‘Truth Is’ single made a great impression.
The past two years have seen a welcomed rise of young R&B, soul and alternative artists within
the music industry in SA, and this upsurge is fast becoming a phenomenon that is birthing locally
bred global superstars we love...
Singer-songwriter Joda Kgosi is among those emerging stars, and with only two singles currently
available on streaming platforms (‘Truth Is’ and ‘Lunatic’), I felt compelled to ask her a few
questions about her journey so far, her aspirations, and some other things…

It’s interesting to know that ‘Lunatic’ was made when
you were in an angry state, and was followed by ‘Truth
Is’, where you were not angry anymore, but you’re
loving yourself more in that song... Is your music
mostly about love and relationships? Or how do you go
about deciding on the direction?
Most of my songs are about love and heartbreak. I don’t write
about romantic relationships only, but platonic ones as well. I
never write songs in one sitting. So, when I start, I don’t really
know the direction I’m going to take. At times, I just write a word
that I saw or heard somewhere and later, when I see it again, a
whole lot of words come to me and make a song.
I think I gravitate towards writing about love because it’s such a
universal feeling, and everyone has or wants to experience love.
I don’t think I’ve actually been heartbroken; I’m really just a very
dramatic person, so when things happen to me, I exaggerate the
pain I went through.
So how do you want people to consume your music?
What goal do you want to achieve for the listener?
I really want people to relate to my music. I want them to feel
like they’re not the only ones going through certain things... And,
although I make sad music, I think my music has the power to
uplift people. I want people to listen to me when they’re down,
when they wanna cheer up, or even if they just want to sit in
and cry all day.

1 0

Being as young as you are, how challenging was or
is it to balance a normal life, including studying, and
feeding fans who want more music out of you? I can’t
imagine it being easy.
It wasn’t too difficult. Both the songs I released in 2020, I recorded
in 2019. So, throughout 2020, I didn’t go to the studio or have
any gigs (because of COVID). But I did have to promote myself
because I am independent, and I didn’t have a team. I remember,
on the Friday when everyone was streaming ‘Truth Is’ for the first
time, I was studying for a prelim (exam) that I was writing on the
Monday. The only difficulty I faced was getting a bit distracted
because I wanted to know how people were receiving my music.
Who did you listen to growing up, and who do you listen
to today?
Growing up, riding in the car, my dad would play Kanye West,
John Legend, Rihanna, Beyoncé, UB40 and Benjamin Dube, so
that’s the music I grew up on. My brother listened to a lot of rap
and hip hop and he put me on to Lil Wayne, Rick Ross, J Cole and
so many more. Now, I still listen to the music I listened to growing
up, but I bump a lot of soul, alternative and trap. I love Kaiit, Migos
and Serpentwithfeet. In South Africa, my favourites include Roho,
Sergiodeartist, Moneybadoo, Wolffisdead and Benzo.
Dope. What’s your ultimate goal with the music? How
far are you willing to go?
I want to be massive. I want to be someone whose music
everybody has heard. Even if it’s just one song. I wanna be
international.
What do you dream about?
I dream of touching lives. I want someone to say that I saved
them through my music.

D I G I T A L
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Last year, you had quite a big moment when you
released ‘Truth Is’. How did the love you received for
that song make you feel?
It was insane. I’m a huge ‘crier’, so I obviously cried. I was so
excited and grateful. The support made me so happy, and me
trending on Twitter on the day is one of the highlights of my
career so far.
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Do you feel a certain pressure to deliver something that
will excite fans at the same level as ‘Truth Is’?
Definitely. I am so scared to drop the EP because of this. I want
everyone to love what I put out as much as they love ‘Truth Is’.

So, when’s the EP dropping, Joda? I know there’s one
on the way, like you mentioned earlier...
I am not sure of a date yet, but I am aiming for the first half of
the year.

You’re obviously playing within the R&B category, but
before you put your very first song out there, what were
your thoughts on the R&B scene in SA?
I sort of felt like there was something missing. There was only
one other person I knew who was doing what I wanted to do. I
obviously love hip hop a lot, so a trap-infused R&B is something I
wanted to tap into. South African youths find themselves listening
to a lot of international artists, because there is no one in South
Africa doing the music they love, and I want to change that.

Finally, how have you been prepping for what’s to
come? I’m sure you’ve read or seen how complicated
the music industry can be.
I don’t think anything can prepare anyone for this industry. I have
really been through a lot and I’ve barely started. I think the only
thing I can do is to stay positive and do ‘me’ all the time – that
way I won’t lose the passion I have for music, and I’ll keep soaring,
regardless of what is thrown at me.
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I WANT SOMEONE TO
SAY THAT I SAVED
THEM THROUGH MY
MUSIC.
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DEEP LEVEL
LET’S GO DOWN MEMORY LANE...
By now, we all know that the history of South African hip hop goes way back and, today, its
standard is operating at levels that were only dreamt of ‘back in the day’. However, it’s good
to think back sometimes and reflect on all that has happened, all that was missed and, most
importantly, all the artists who helped build up and cultivate our hip hop culture. So, here’s
another dose of nostalgia for you… A re-published interview with hip hop duo, Deep Level, from
the year 2010, written by Simma.

Not many people know that the two of you existed as
Deep Level even before Hidden Force made a name
for itself in the industry. How did it all start for the
two of you?
Gaoza We started the crew in high school, but we’ve been
friends since primary school. We used to do the conventional
things, like frequent Rap Activity Jam and go to Le Club. We
dominated stages. We’ve gone through Ghandi Square battle
stages – everything. We started working on our Deep Level
project when DJ Dollar told us he had an idea to team us up
with Hoodlum, Bourne, and Premo [Supremo Kidd] to start a
crew called Hidden Force. At that time, we already knew each
other. In Thokoza, hip hop has always been very united. All the
rappers knew each other.

1 4

Lebza We recorded a track as Hidden Force that ended up
on Harambe and was on heavy rotation at YFM. We then signed
a licensing deal with Sheer and recorded more music demos.
Thabiso Khati discovered one of them at the Gallo offices where
he’d been working. At that point, we suspended the Deep Level
project. We were so united as Hidden Force that it would be
unfair to continue any Deep Level plans. We’d all been doing our
own thing for years, so we figured why not blow up together at
the same time!
Gaoza At that time, hip hop was still in a territorial phase,
so coming out as Deep Level on our own didn’t make much
business sense. Hidden Force had become much more popular
and it was much more powerful because we were a formidable
force together, whether in studio or on stage. When that album
dropped, there was so much skill on the record, and we were
shown so much love. We were all active on the project in different
ways. It eventually got to a point where there was too much
pressure in the game. We all knew that we wanted to release
as Hidden Force and then split to do our own things eventually.
Is that really the reason Hidden Force broke up, though?
Lebza It wasn’t a beef thing. There was a lot of tension. Bourne
was concerned about serving people in the police force and
Hoodlum was more concerned about his audio production, while
Premo was into filmmaking. We all drifted apart. Gaoza and I were
still focused on Hidden Force at that point, but we saw it wasn’t
working out. We were like, “Oh sh*t, what are we gonna do now?”
Gaoza I also think we forgot about the initial reason why we
came together. We were supposed to blow up as a unit and make
a name for ourselves individually, and then move on separately.
There were also a lot of difficulties when it came to marketing
Hidden Force. We did things on our own. There was too much
pressure and we had to take on particular roles that, perhaps,
certain members were not ready to take on. It became too much.
We moved on. We did try to get another Hidden Force album out,
but everybody was busy with their own thing. That’s when we
decided to focus on Deep Level again and unleash the beast.
After all, it was what we were waiting for. It’s a childhood dream.

D I G I T A L
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losing off 2009 as the 10th most-played South African
artists and starting 2010 off with the biggest SA hip
hop song, according to the global music monitoring
organisation called Media Guide (a subsidiary company under
Nielson Soundscan), Deep Level members Lebza and Gaoza
have been tearing sh*t up, from KwaThema to KZN, for the past
year! They have literally been performing in every major city in
every province, as well as having their smash hit singles ‘K’Zogo
K’zogozo’ and ‘K’shubile’ on every community and major radio
station – just like ‘We Run the City’, another song title off their
hot self-titled album, Deep Level.
Running the fully independent music label Street Music along
with their partner Thabiso Khati, Deep Level has entered into a
partnership with Song BMG. With the help of major backing,
‘big tings a gwan’ for Lebza and Gaoza, as evidenced by the
number of gigs they do per week, as well as the phenomenal
response they’ve received from the public and radio. With a good
understanding of the business sector, Deep Level knows the ins
and outs of the game, having experienced it from the days when
they were part of the critically acclaimed crew Hidden Force. In
a coffee shop in the northern side of J-Sec, proudly dressed in
their OHZA gear, we put Lebza and Gaoza on loudspeaker to tell
their own story…
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In 2009, you [Gaoza] were in a car accident and then,
a few months later, Supremo died in a motorbike
accident. What was your relationship with him like
before he died, and how did his passing affect you?
Gaoza He’s my boy to the end! He was one of my best friends,
along with Lebza. Even though he was doing his own thing, we
were rocking his t-shirts on our shoots. We were working with
him. Before he died, we were supposed to do a track with him.
Sadly, Omen wasn’t in studio at that point to finish the track. My
relationship with him was solid. We have a big history. It really
affected me a lot. I’ve never lost someone so close to my heart.
He was so influential in my life.
Lebza And Premo was a character. Right now, what we have
are memories and crazy stories, ’cause that dude was, like,
twisted… you know – he was crazy! [Lebza and Gaoza laugh
among themselves.] I mean, one day, after he’d had his motorbike
for a couple of weeks, he was spinning it and he tried to do a
wheelie, alright… and kids who saw him started laughing at him,
so he got back on his bike and starts spinning till the dust went
all over them – and then he drove off! [laughs] We were always
like: “Premo’s at it again!”
Would you ever reunite with Bourne and Hoodlum to
record another Hidden Force album?
Gaoza Maybe in the future, but the focus right now is on Deep
Level. We’re running our own thing; putting our own money into
this – so all focus is on the crew and Street Music. It’s our bread
and butter and we want our work to pay off. It’s useless to put
everything into something and not get anything out of it. No
matter how good your music is, there’s always the business side
to everything, and ensuring you get it out there. Every corner of
the country has to know about us. All the DJs have to play us,
no matter if it’s in a shebeen, stokvel or a club!
What’s your philosophy on hip hop?
Lebza KRS said it: hip hop is who you are. We as Deep Level
want to preserve our SA heritage. We are who we are. We’re
South African hip hop. At the same time, we won’t limit our
artistic creativity.
Gaoza Our music speaks to everyone! We talk about everyday
hustles – the past, present and future – all with a South African
flavour. We’ll never stop pushing until we see the results we’re
looking for. We don’t just want to sell 15,000 copies. Let’s push
the limits. We’re not stopping!
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SETH PIMENTEL
AFRICAN GINGER
If you’re a lover of art and provocative visual displays, then there’s no way you haven’t come
across an African Ginger piece (paintings, drawings or illustrations) somewhere in your life.
African Ginger – real name Seth Pimentel – is slowly becoming a national treasure, in my opinion.
Over the years, his work has evolved and now, has reached a point where it has risen above just
being viewed as impressive or good. African Ginger’s work seems intent on pushing boundaries,
worlds, narratives, and experiences... I don’t even know how to explain it, but there’s just a
certain feeling I get when looking at his work, and I like that feeling. Seth is doing wonders
with what he’s doing, and inspiring others along the way. So, of course, HYPE had to make this
African Ginger interview happen, to learn more about the artist and person behind all the great
works being produced.
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I have to start this off by thanking you for being such
a pillar of inspiration for a lot of kids and, over the
years, I’ve witnessed your brand grow to a level that
I honestly think deserves to be in some museum...
Do you remember what initially inspired you to begin
drawing and illustrating?
Dude! Thank you so much. Honestly, I appreciate the love. In
the beginning, I just wanted to make cool work that spoke to
my generation. I wasn’t really too focused on the trajectory of
anything. I just wanted to make art, and I still just want to make
art... It started when I was a kid and had this nagging feeling to
make something. I was super-privileged to have been able to
follow my passion.

Wow, so what do you dream about?
I’ve struggled with this question so many times. It’s quite
existential. I don’t know... I’ve never thought about a big house,
a nice car or travelling. Nothing – I don’t have any aspirations,
goals or dreams. I just want to make really good art. If I can
consistently create aesthetically relevant work that resonates
with the people around me, then that’s what I dream about.
Everything else is temporary.

How was the journey, working towards the level that
you’re currently operating at? I’m asking this because
most of us only see the end results – new artworks
or collaborations, and so on. It must have been
challenging at some points, leading up to now, right?
It was tough. It still is tough. I don’t think it will ‘plateau’. So many
days of not sleeping and not eating. Trying to get the buzzing
out of my head and struggling to make ends meet. Fighting with
clients... Everything that has ever happened in my life has led
me to this point. But I’m very grateful for every struggle. I know
it’s such a clichéd response but, in all honestly, it’s the truth.

Reflecting on your work four or five years ago,
compared to today, how would you describe your
growth – both artistically and as a human being?
Not good enough. I grew and developed at the pace I needed to,
when I needed to. I admire the sheer level of perseverance and
determination I had four or five years ago. I want to emulate that
again. I’m happy about my progress. But I know this isn’t my full
potential yet. I think I’ve just scratched the surface of what I can
truly create. I’ve come a short way in a short amount of time.
Now is the long game. Now is the time for massive investments
in self-love and character development.

H Y P E M A G A Z I N E . C O . Z A

How does your art make you feel, and how do your
feelings influence your art?
My art is me. My emotions fuel my work. My dread, my bliss,
disgust and infatuation. I create through these means.
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DON’T SACRIFICE YOUR
CREATIVE VOICE.

Another important concept I want to ask you more
about is ‘collaboration’, which is something you’re
very familiar with. How important would you say
collaborating is, and which collaborations are most
memorable for you?
Collaboration is the first step to building a powerful community.
Being an artist in the art world, in conversation with other artists,
is such a beautiful thing. We all feel the same; we understand
each other. When we collaborate, we build powerful connections
between ourselves and other artists. Not only in South Africa, but
globally. I wouldn’t be where I am without the collaborative works
and conversations I’ve had with all my friends. It’s truly the best
form of community, and I advocate for collaboration every single
time. I’ve done so many collabs, but some of my favourites are
painting murals with my friend Keya, making art for my musician
homies, like BuliFromSpace and Chee, and working with one of
my closest friends, Russell Abrahams. I’ve got so many collabs
on the way. I’ve just been really busy.

Let’s talk about the art scene in SA, especially amongst
the youth. There are a lot of talented kids out there, but
only a select few tend to grab the mainstream media’s
attention. Only a few get to work with established
brands, etc. What are your honest opinions on this?
The industry, like every industry, is fickle. Everything is solely
based on the general audience’s taste. Brands gravitate towards
what would sell a product. Collaborating with artists in the context
of their relevance to an aesthetic is how it goes. Don’t worry
about it, because consistency is key. I think we, as the youth, are
constantly caught up in the glam of brand collaborations. It can
be a bit destructive to your self-esteem and your overall mental
health. Don’t sacrifice your creative voice. Keep creating until
you are heard. Don’t follow a path; create your own. It’s tough,
though. Keep making powerful work.
‘Purpose’ is such an important concept for me, and I’m
wondering if you know what your purpose is with the
art that you make?
I started out trying to ease the weight of life, and now I know my
purpose is to open up conversations about the things that hold us
down. To build a community and promote empathy over apathy.
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Each day that comes, an amazing African Ginger
drawing or illustration pops up, and this got me
thinking about the overall picture... You tend to put out
portraits of faces that aren’t yours but, by doing that,
you add on to the bigger picture of you, if that makes
sense. How do you want to be remembered?
I want to be remembered as someone who inspired others. I’ve
realised I’ll never win any awards, or things of social merit. But,
if I inspired you to want to grab the stars and create with no end,
then I’ve done my job.
What do you do to refresh? Daniel Ting Chong once told
me that he completely shuts off work when he gets
home (pre-COVID times) and that helps him. How about
you?
I never shut down. I either paint or illustrate. So much goes on
in my head that I want to put out. I do rest, but for me, making
art is resting.
Lastly, what’s that favourite quote or lyric you like
remembering that just helps you somehow, and that
can perhaps help the kid reading this?
It’s not really a lyric, but a sample of a song, by a rapper named
Milo. The song is titled ‘the esteemed saboteur reggie baylor
hosts an evening at the scallops hotel’, and it goes like this:
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“The professor in the philosophy class put this line on the
chalkboard
And then began to explain that the line is what we use to create
everything
Mankind uses this for science, mankind uses this for chemistry
We use this for architectural purposes, we use it for engineering
We use it for computers, we use it for storytelling, filmmaking
It is what man uses to make any object
Well then I start thinking, well, if that’s the case, then in a line
there are points from one line to the next
How do you get from one point to the next
Linear thinking
And if I want to be an artist, what do I need to do to go from one
point to the next
Now if I have – how many options do I have when I’m going to
point AB
Just so you know imma interrupt you
This is all up here, it’s not gonna sound – it’s not gonna make
any sense to you at all
None at all
Remember I’m an artist, but I’m talking about logic
From point A to point B the professor clearly stated that there are
an infinite amount of points between two points
An infinite
And I started to say to myself well if there’s an infinite amount of
points, what if I just found one for myself
So if the possibilities are infinite, there’s no big issue here, it’s
not that difficult
You just have to find one in infinity”

H Y P E M A G A Z I N E . C O . Z A
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C-TEA

C-Tea is probably one of the most hardworking producers we know and kind of know really well
through the music he has helped put together with your favourite African artists. Many South
Africans might mostly know him through the music he has made with Una Rams, but besides
Una, C-Tea has worked with the likes of Patoranking, Davido, Shekhinah and DJ Sbu, just to name
a few, and that’s just his production side.
The SA-based Ghanaian producer/musician already has a checklist that can convince anyone that
he is on a mission to build up his name within the global music scene. To truly understand how
much we respect C-Tea, you honestly just need to experience his art yourself. With that said, we
got a chance to ask him a couple of questions, that we hope will help paint a small picture of
who C-Tea is, and why.
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We’ve been waiting for the right time to interview you,
because we love your impressive work ethic, firstly
as a producer, and secondly as an artist. Can you talk
about what inspired you to get into the music scene?
Firstly, what inspired me to get into the music scene was my
passion for music and my hunger for not quitting anything I start. I
had an interest in a lot of things, but I had to choose one out of the
many. I always found myself drawing closer to music production
and ministering in the church as a drummer/worship leader. So
here I am today, working on it gradually at my own pace.
You’ve been doing music for a while now and you’ve
worked with a variety of talented artists, who have
not only praised your work, but have also gotten hit
records off their collaborations with you. How would
you describe your sound?
My sound is broad. I mix my personal emotions before I think
about the genre I want to go for. Another way to describe my
sound is soul and R&B mixed with afrobeat. In this case, it allows
me to bring a melody in the writing process or hooks (chorus).
What are some of the most memorable collaborations
you’ve worked on thus far?
Bro, there are a lot, but I will say my sessions with my superstar
brother Una Rams. The first time I was in the studio with Davido
– that guy’s energy level is 100% damn! We were making a

2 2

PERFECTION WILL ONLY
EXIST IF YOU CONSTANTLY
PRACTISE.
song titled ‘Ur Love’, by Bolo J ft. Davido. Also, when I’m in
the studio collaborating with Rendition and Kiss Beats on
production, it’s lit... There are a lot of memorable collaborations
with Patoranking doing ‘Available’, ‘Open Fire’ with Busiswa,
sessions with Thabsie, Focalistic, Mazzingar, Luddy, Doupboy
Laska, and many more.
Woah... How different is C-Tea the producer from C-Tea
the musician? We imagine those entities are similar
but function differently...
They are similar but function differently. C-Tea the producer is
known by the right people, and C-Tea the musician is gradually
shining under the producer. Just so you know, I started off as a
singer before I started producing, and one was paying the bills,
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so I had to focus on that. C-Tea as an artiste? I mix R&B and
reggae dancehall flows with afrobeat and hip hop beats. And
that’s the sound you get from me as a musician.
Another value we appreciate about you is your
willingness to share vital information, especially when
it comes to production and making a business out of
your art. To have that mentality today, means that you
went through some stuff, right? Can you talk about the
challenges you’ve faced?
Talking about the challenges I faced starts when I completed
music school (EMENDY Multimedia Institute in Pretoria). I had
the option to go back home (Ghana), open a recording studio
and work, or stay in South Africa to work on music and learn
about the music business, since the structure here is a bit more
organised than in Ghana.
It was never easy as a foreigner in another country. The
pressure on bills (rent) was killing me and I had less support
from family and friends. I had to think smart... I remember saying
to myself, “You said you wanted to do music, so you have to make
it work.” So, I stayed humble and made sure every client I worked
with would come back again, to be able to make money, pay my
rent, and have more content produced by me. Since I wasn’t
on social media, I spent time practising my production skills.
What is C-Tea’s ultimate goal with the music? What
are you trying to achieve?
I want to touch lives with my productions and music and inspire
upcoming producers to believe in their art. I want to contribute
to making Africa’s music industry a better one, and become one
of the wealthiest producers from Africa. I also want to set up
institutional facilities to train producers in Africa.
We remember listening to Black Coffee’s Beats 1
radio show, and he briefly talked about working with
you along with Una Rams, and hearing about that
obviously got me excited. You seem to be an artist
who’s constantly growing, so where or how do you
keep yourself motivated to keep pushing?
Mostly remembering my past. Where I’m from, where I’m going,
and my loyalty to people around me keeps me going.
What are your opinions on the music industry, specifically
in SA? Your opinions on the good and the bad?
I love SA! The industry. The system is in place and I even benefit
from it. My only advice to young producers and artists is that they
need to learn the music business, because you can get ripped off
at any time. The bad side is that most young, promising talents
don’t have the DIY (do-it-yourself) mentality, and they also waste
time waiting for someone to come take control, while the system
has already been set up.
Hmm... So, what does it take for you to agree to work
with an artist? Besides being paid for it, what makes
you say yes?
The effort of you trying and the dedication to promote the
content. If not that, then I’m sorry, money or no money, it’s a
NO from me.

H Y P E M A G A Z I N E . C O . Z A

Last year was a pretty tough year for the
entertainment industry, and this year kind of seems
to be on the same energy. How did C-Tea handle the
challenges of 2020, and how have you planned on
conquering 2021?
Bro, last year I lost everything I had worked for, and even my
backups couldn’t save me. I got the punch of my life, but I
still managed to produce and get content out. This year, I’m
focusing on using social media a lot, because it has become
one of the promotional tools. Working in silence is my 2021
conquering plan.
How do you measure success? What future moment
in your career will finally give you that sense of
accomplishment?
When the brand C-Tea is recognised globally...
Finally, any words of advice to those kids working
towards doing what you’re doing?
Perfection will only exist if you constantly practise.
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DJ
VENOM
HAS IT ALL FIGURED OUT!
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OPPORTUNITIES CAN PASS IF
YOU DON’T JUMP AT THEM.

VERBALZ: HYPE STAFF // VISUALZ: COURTESY OF DJ VENOM

Cap City-based DJ Venom is definitely a name
you come across when checking out the lineups of the hottest gigs and, having built up
his DJing career for years now, DJ Venom’s
reputation within the music industry is one
that has to be highly praised. 2020 found DJ
Venom maintaining his presence within the
scene in impactful and relevant ways, such as
his LockDownRadio show with DJ Banques,
his record premieres at gigs, mixes, as well as
his overall drive to grow… So, we caught up
with the sought-after DJ and asked him some
questions to get an insight into his world,
work ethic, and overall vision.

H Y P E M A G A Z I N E . C O . Z A

Let me start off by asking about your current state of
mind. We’re in a new year – how is DJ Venom functioning
this year?
I’m very focused on making this the best year of my career. Last
year, I really started to build my brand and shake up the game.
This year, I’m determined to make DJ Venom a household name
and release a lot of music; it’s been a long time coming.
What’s DJ Venom’s story? Can you summarise how you
got into doing what you do, and can you tell us which
chapter in your story we are currently witnessing?
I’ve had a deep love for music from a young age, and always
knew I’d end up doing something music-related. It all began
after high school at a club in Pretoria, called Zanzu. I spent a lot
of time at Zanzu, as my cousin – DJ Hitman – was a resident
DJ at the venue. The head DJ, Poizen, noticed my interest, and
allowed me to play and grow as a DJ. After being a resident DJ
for many clubs, and a performance DJ for the likes of Chad Da
Don, Anatii, AB Crazy and Rouge, you are currently witnessing
the chapter that is solely dedicated to me!
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Besides your DJing career, you seem to be taking the
music-making part of yourself more seriously, and at
your own pace. In 2018 you had the ‘iYeah Yeah’ joint, in
2020 there was ‘Jiggy’, and recently you teased ‘U’. Talk
to me about that side of DJ Venom’s world.
Low key I’ve always worked on music. I dropped ‘iYeah Yeah’ and
‘Jiggy’ to thank everyone who supported my #SummerTimeVeezy
events in 2018 and 2019. I feel like I’ve paid my dues and found
my sound. Now is the time to go all in!
Last year also saw you breaking some major records
during your gigs... We were introduced to ‘Ungazincishi’
through you, which got us thinking about the important
roles DJs play, especially in hip hop. How were those
moments of seeing people react to your premiere records,
and why are those moments so rare these days?
I’ve always premiered music. I rocked ‘Gusheshe’ way back then
before Okmalumkoolkat’s verse was on it. Riky has always been
one to send me exclusives; Focalistic too! DJs are extremely
important to the music industry. One of the key roles of a DJ is
to introduce people to new music and set trends. Unfortunately,
a lot of DJs are worried about not getting a favourable response
from the audience, which is really setting us back.
2020 was a tough year for the entertainment industry,
but you managed to adapt enough not to stand still, with
LockDownRadio, the mixes and DJing (before the recent
restrictions). Where and how do you find the motivation
to push on with building your career up?
You always have to operate something! LockDownRadio really
started as fun, but we were able to use it to our advantage
to maintain an online presence and stay relevant. Money and
success keep me going... I don’t want to die broke! I’m also
surrounded by very inspiring individuals; all of my friends are
winners and keep me on my toes.
So, what does DJ Venom dream about?
I dream about greatness! Taking over Africa, followed by the rest
of the world! Anything is possible if you believe!
Still reflecting on last year, what were some of the lessons
you learnt, throughout 2020, that you still consider
valuable today?
Time wasted is never regained. Opportunities can pass if you
don’t jump at them. Tomorrow is not guaranteed... Don’t be afraid
to chase your dreams.
You’re considered amongst the most hard-working DJs
in SA, irrespective of genre. You’ve been doing this for a
while now, but is there some ultimate goal you’re working
towards?
The ultimate goal is to be the best! I work hard to be the pillar of
strength for my mom, family and people around me.
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A lot of people seem to think that SA hip hop is stuck,
and others think there is some progress because of the
variety. What are your thoughts on the standards of the
game right now? Gimme the bad and the good.
I think the current state of SA hip hop is OK. The younger
generation seems to have found their sound and are making
really dope tracks. I do believe we are a very nostalgic nation
and that sets us back a bit. It’s time for the OGs to help navigate
the young kings and queens through the game. Radio also needs
to do right by us!
Which hip hop artists do you think are leading our culture
and moving it forward?
There are way too many to mention. All I ask from the New
Wave is to be united. There is more power in unity! You can only
accomplish so much on your own. Being too cool for the next
person ain’t cool.
With 2021 already well underway, how is DJ Venom
planning on taking over or moving this year?
This year, I am focusing on music. I have some projects lined up
that will be dropping soon, so be sure to look out for them. I’m also
working on taking the #SummerTimeVeezy tour to the next level!
Any words of advice to those kids out there who are
working towards doing what you’re doing?
Believe in yourself, and remember – nobody is going to do the
work for you. Nobody but yourself is going to take you to the
heights you can achieve!
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BEATLAB
PROJECTS WE’VE BEEN LISTENING TO
2021 is officially in full gear, and so many musical projects are already expected to drop soon. But there
are some that dropped late 2020 and early January 2021 that we’ve been listening to. So yeah, here are
some recent projects we’ve rated out of five, after giving them a couple of spins.
Why cop it: Febuary dropped this just
as the new year was settling in and, in all
honesty, he has dropped better experiences
in the past. But Better Late Than Never does
well to give fans something new from the
singer. It’s also a good update on the type
of music he is currently making.
Rating: 3

Mars Baby – Prodigal Son EP
Release date: 25 December 2020
Notable features: None
Why cop it: Singer-songwriter Mars Baby
dropped this debut EP on Christmas Day,
during a time when we didn’t anticipate any
new music releases, but we’re glad this one
came through. Prodigal Son is a perfect
introduction to Mars Baby and does well to
give listeners a brief, deep look into his story,
his battles and his world.
Rating: 4
Febuary – Better Late Than Never EP
Release date: 9 January 2021
Notable features: JayHood and Die
Mondez

a new transparent and vulnerable Sjava
chapter. It’s quite emotional and we like that.
Rating: 4

3TWO1 – Apparently I Must Lose EP
Release date: 15 December 2020
Notable features: Venom, Teeza, The
Lowkeys, Khutso and SiBi
Why cop it: Rapper 3TWO1 dropped this
amazing body of work just as the festive
season started, and it sounds very good.
This project has 3TWO1 showcasing his
diversity as an artist through the variety
of vibes delivered on each song. AIML is
definitely among the best releases of 2020.
Rating: 4
Sjava – Umsebenzi EP
Release date: 4 December 2020
Notable features: None
Why cop it: Sjava seems to be rebuilding his
career after dealing with some allegations,
which we’re sure you followed, and, although
that has passed, many were left wondering
how he would continue his musical journey.
Umsebenzi really was a welcome surprise
when it dropped, and it takes fans through
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Boity – 4436 EP
Release date: 4 December 2020
Notable features: Maglera Doe Boy,
Ginger Trill, Riky Rick, Yanga Chief and
Maggz
Why cop it: This was an important release
for Boity, as it was the debut project fans had
eagerly been waiting for since she started
her rap career in 2017. It’s a good drop
and does well to fully remind the game that
Boity’s lyrical abilities have grown over time.
4436 is honestly a solid hip hop project that
we enjoyed and that’s dope…
Rating: 3.5
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Zakwe & Duncan – Zakwe & Duncan
Album
Release date: 4 December 2020
Notable features: Assessa, Just Bheki,
Kay Masta, Beast, Supreme, Lilly, Max Ov,
K.O, DJ Tira, Kwesta, Riot and Q Twins
Why cop it: Zakwe and Duncan really came
through with this joint album that has them
delivering beyond what we expected. There
are hard rap records here, street anthems
and some Kwaito-feel ones too... We needed
this type of authenticity, and this album is
authentic to the core.
Rating: 4

Mashayabhuqe KaMamba – Grammys
Championships Album
Release date: 24 November 2020
Notable features: None
Why cop it: Mashayabhuqe KaMamba
has been on an experimental tip lately,
and although one can appreciate his sonic
and frequency explorations, this Grammys
Championships album didn’t captivate
us enough. There’s no denying it’s way
different from the rest, and if you’re looking
for something totally left, then this is the
album for you.
Rating: 2.5

H Y P E M A G A Z I N E . C O . Z A

SpaceSaveLogic – SpaceSaveUs
Album
Release date: 6 November 2020
Notable features: Tommy Flo
Why cop it: This debut album by SpaceSaveLogic is pretty good and does well to
fully showcase his diversity as an artist,
which paints a clearer picture of his story.
There are gems here and the more you
replay it, the more you enjoy it, which is
cool, and we dare you to try it out.
Rating: 3

we are loving this new chapter Moozlie is on
musically, as it also includes her trying out
new sounds. It’s great.
Rating: 3.5
Kid Cudi – Man On the Moon III: The
Chosen Album
Release date: 11 December 2020
Notable features: Skepta, Pop Smoke and
Trippie Redd
Why cop it: Ah! This was also a highlight
drop for 2020 and deserves this special
mention. It is the third Man On the Moon
Kid Cudi project fans have literally waited
years for, and it’s nothing short of amazing.
Yeah, you have to listen to this for yourselves,
because it’s a ‘feeling’ type body of work,
and if you’re ready to travel to the moon and
back, here’s your chance.
Rating: 4.5

Moozlie – Spirit of an OG Album
Release date: 18 December 2020
Notable features: Maggz, Reason, 25K,
AKA, Da L.E.S, Pambo, Jae Little and Black
Motion
Why cop it: Moozlie really brought back the
boom-bap, mellow plus kwaito vibes with
this one, which had us feeling quite nostalgic
and stuff... Spirt of an OG has 16 tracks,
and each track has its own impression,
depending on your experiences. Some
songs impressed us more than others, but
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YANGA
CHIEF’S
GOOD FAITH
We can all agree that the year 2020 introduced what currently is one of the most challenging times
because of you-know-what... The past year has not been an easy one, and having to constantly
find some hint of positivity or motivation to push forward has become a daily struggle for
many. But this isn’t to say that the good isn’t there. Although we’ve been facing a storm for the
longest time, there are those who have faced it with the intentions of embracing the rainfall
and cultivation that the rain brings and, in this context, that can be viewed as a realignment or
meditation helping to bring a positive change in one’s life... I like calling this way of thinking
‘good faith’.
Having said that, this is meant to be an intro to a conversation I had with the reputable Yanga
Chief who, according to me, had an amazing 2020 musically, mentally & artistically. Of course,
to harden my statement above, I have to reference the major SAMA win, the hit records shared,
and the release of his debut album, Pop Star. If you’re reading this, I expect you to already know
a little about Yanga Chief’s story and how he has played important roles within this culture we
all love so much. And, if you do, then I hope you learn something new out of our chat, as I took
the moment to ask some personal and musical stuff.
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I remember watching some interviews you did and, in one
of them, you talked about something that resonated with
me a lot. You said that, during high school or earlier, you
were the ‘best’ at being ‘second place’. That’s something
that I’ve also always thought about, and I just want to
start this off by finding out if you still think that way
right now?
Well, I think the premise of it really starts with just understanding
my role in SA hip hop, you know? There was a lot of talk about
how this album (Pop Star) is going to save hip hop, etc, and I
always just disagreed with that, because I felt like hip hop is what
saved me... And I just hold the genre of SA hip hop with such
high regard that it’s impossible to save it, and whatever it’s going
through, it’s meant to save somebody else, you know? So, my
loyalty to the music, I think, has always just placed me in second
place, to an extent where I’ve been close to a number one artist,
but even with that number one artist, I was a huge part of their
success or transformation.
I don’t think I’ve worked with an artist who I’ve left as I found
them, and that’s just me understanding my role. My gift is to
contribute to the culture, to contribute to the game, and not
necessarily be at the forefront of it. Right now, I think it’s
changing, because a lot of unheard voices on the Xhosa side of
SA hip hop actually need me to step up and make this thing real,
because as much as I’m number two on a national level, to them
I’m a far-gone number one. It’s kind of difficult for them to even
map out how I did that, coming from where I’m coming from, so
I think right now the game needs me to take that number one
position and, because I’m loyal to the game, that’s what I’m doing.
Yeah, I was about to add that I know that one of your
influences was your grandfather and how he lived a life
of service. He served his community by recognising things
that the community needed, and fulfilled that purpose.
And when we’re talking about hip hop in SA, I feel as if
people are sort of looking at you in the same way. Do you
at times feel like what you’re doing is aligned with what
your grandfather was doing back in the day? Serving in
more ways than one? Do you fully embrace that, or is it
something you still consider along the way?
I think it’s taken me a while to kind of embrace it... you know? If
you’re looking at taking over the game and making moves that
are required to get to that number one spot, just to like grab
a hold of the whole, entire culture – I think my problem was
always that that’s not really me. I can’t make 10 ‘Utatakhos’,
you know? I come from a very musical upbringing. Eastern Cape
was influenced by house music and pop... I mean, I didn’t grow
up strictly on hip hop, I grew up on all sorts of dope music. I
just chose hip hop because I felt like that’s what I wanted to do.
So, I’ve always just tried to still represent that. And I used to
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think that maybe me not wanting to trap all day is like a weakness.
But I think even COVID, with what we’re going through, helped
me realise that there’s space for everything, and people just need
to own who they are, so that we can knock these doors down
and make space for other people who are not always accepted
by SA hip hop.
By the time I’m done with SA hip hop, I would like to see it be
more embracing of different styles and different vibes. Because
one thing that attracted me to hip hop in the beginning, was the
simple fact that hip hop itself is one of the only genres where you
can be who you are, and people will celebrate you for that. So I
think, here in SA, it’s just been a bit strict on like the 808-types
of things and that type of rapping. But, if you look at all the other
genres, there are a lot of people who are just rapping, and if
we just embrace that, we can help grow the culture instead of
trying to control it.
Yeah, and another thing that I would like to note is how
educational your music has become. There was some
conversation you had where you briefly talked about
the dynamics of hip hop and, from what I understood,
there being a lack of purpose or doing something of
significance. For example, there are a lot of materialistic
mentalities, flexing, clout chasing, etc. How did you get to
the point where you think about these things? The subject
matters that you speak about in your music...
Man, I think it’s also a bit of back and forth. When I say back, I’m
talking about the people I grew up listening to, like in Kwaito... Zola
and the likes, even Skwatta Kamp, you know? My favourite songs
on Mkhukhu Funkshen were the sentimental stuff. [Sings] “Every
day we hustle...”, you know? “Building Castles…” For me, that’s
what made those people important in my life and a big part of my
life. Obviously, their hit songs are always the most celebrated, but
I think I just wanted to take it back to that... Because I’ve been
listening to music, bro, and I reference the last songs in the album.
The only thing that happened is that the tempo just slowed down,
but I still talk about material things, you know? And that’s why
I kind of appreciate COVID (lockdown), because I might’ve also
just continued to go in that direction just for the sake of success.
But COVID just really slowed me down and made me look at
myself. My entire journey is a long process, from the first time I
went to Joburg, to me just being here in Queenstown right now.
It’s crazy, because I was just asking this other guy I’m doing studio
with later, about what the sound is out here (in Queenstown), and
everyone literally said, “No bro, you are the sound out here.” So,
those are the kinds of changes you want to make, and when
you’re getting new audiences that weren’t taking people seriously,
you want to make some songs that will make them understand
who you are as a person, over and above how you dress and
how you speak, etc.
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ONE OF THE BIGGEST
QUESTIONS, AND THE FIRST
QUESTION, THAT I HAD TO ASK
MYSELF, WAS ‘WHO AM I?’

RIBBED BEANIE WITH PVC PATCH – R999
QUILTED BOMBER JACKET IN COATED TYVEK – R5,999
SLIM WAXED DENIM – R4,699
LEATHER HIGH-TOP BOOTS – R5,999
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GARMENT-DYED BOMBER JACKET – R7,999
CAMOUFLAGE TRACKSUIT PANTS – R3,699
GREEN LABEL HOODIE WITH 3D MOHAWK DETAIL – R2,999
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One thing that you seem to highlight a lot with your album
(Pop Star) is that it’s a self-discovery experience that was
in the works for years leading up to its release, if I’m not
mistaken. What did you discover about yourself at the end
of it, even though it ushered in a new beginning?
Bro, in the beginning, even in high school, I always had what
I thought were confidence issues, you know? I thought my
personality was not where it needed to be for what I’m trying
to do. But the thing that I used to be so hard on myself, was the
fact that I’m an introvert and I’m a quiet guy, you know? I take
my time in the room before I get comfortable, and I don’t react
as quickly as other people do. Then I started paying attention
to what other people are seeking – the people I’m trying to be
like. I felt like they were seeking some sort of peace, that for me
came a bit more naturally. So, my weaknesses literally became
my strengths, and this album taught me to find ways and channel
those weaknesses into some sort of strength.
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BAPS (Becoming a Pop Star) was winning awards, I was still like,
if I look in the mirror, I could be anything; I’m not one thing – on
different days, I’m somebody else. There’s nothing wrong with
that and, through this album, I had to find the core base of that...
It had to have a base, you know? You’re allowed to do and
be all these different things, but you have to have a base, and I
think at the point of actually putting this album together, it was
the moment when I was actively choosing and solidifying a base,
or just gravitating toward my own bases, you know? And what
really helped me was to actually go back and find out about my
grandfather’s story, my dad’s story, my clan, and actually go
back and be with the people who knew me as a kid and stuff,
you know? Just to see like, for myself, what type of journey it’s
been and who I’ve chosen to be.

So, what are your opinions on your album? It’s a weird
question, but I’m trying to imagine your reaction to the
work, and what you honestly think about it.
I listened to my album like every day before I dropped it, and I
don’t remember listening to it frequently since I dropped it. So,
lately, I’ve just been listening to Pop Star 2, which is the next
one I’m working on.
Oh sh*t...
So, I can’t put it into like, “Okay, this is what I think of the album,”
because for me it still sounds like a part of a trilogy, you know?
And I think it serves a purpose, like I just wanted to introduce
myself on a personal level to people I’ve never met or probably
will never meet. It’s one of those albums where I can be proud to
say, if anything ever happened to me, touch wood, and I left that
body of work, I would go knowing and feeling that I left it all on
the table, and with that body people can find the real Yanga Chief.
Damn, you used the word trilogy there, so is that the plan?
Yeah, that’s the plan. I’m working on Pop Star 2 right now, man.
I’m trying to do a back-to-back drop. Pop Star 2 is more, I guess,
what people would have expected Pop Star to be in terms of just
sound. Yeah, it’s more in your face, more aggressive and more
owning the moment, you know?
Woah. Final question. Have you ever gotten moments
where you don’t recognise yourself? Crucial moments
where you had to confront yourself, that led you to this
point today?
I think, when it came to making an album and having to produce
one, one of the biggest questions and the first question that I
had to ask myself was, “Who am I?” Because sometimes you
make things that give you success, and you still haven’t figured
out who you are, and you have to put on this act as if you know
who you are and what’s going on. Yeah, so for me the album
was therapeutic in that sense because, at the end of it, I really
discovered who I am. But at the beginning of that album, with all
the success I had attained, even ‘Utatakho’ was out at the time,
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REGULAR FIT CARGO PANTS − R3,999
BOMBER JACKET WITH STRIPED PATCHWORK − R8,499
T-SHIRT WITH EMBOSSED COPYRIGHT LOGO − R1,599
LEATHER HIGH-TOP BOOTS − R5,999

